Abstract. Burgers' equation with small dissipation coefficient and general initial conditions is considered. The first three terms are calculated in both the inner (i.e., close to the shock) and outer (away from the shock) expansions. It is shown that these two expansions can be matched and that this third-order matching essentially completes the determination of the secOnd-order inner solution but leaves an undetermined function in the third-order solution. It is also shown that the second-order inner solution can be determined completely, without use of the third-order inner solution, by use of an integral conservation property.
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At each order of the calculation, the outer solution is determined completely (in terms of given initial values). For the inner solution, the unknowns are the shock position plus two unknown functions at each order. Matching at first order determines the shock position and one of the unknowns in the first-order inner solution (the shock amplitude). Matching at second order determines the remaining unknown in this first-order solution (Lighthill's displacement) plus one of the unknowns in the second-order inner solution. It seems plausible to speculate [5] that this process of partial determination of the «th-order inner solution through matching at «th-order followed by its complete determination through matching at (n + l)th-order will continue to higher orders. However such a speculation is disputed in certain quarters (see for example [4] p. 360) on the grounds that the remaining unknown in the second-order inner solution enters that solution in a term which is transcendentally small in the matching region. 1 The main point of the present investigation is to determine whether the matching process can in fact be carried to higher order than the second. We shall consider Burgers' equation itself, since this will suffice to settle the point of principle that is in dispute, and this is in any case the most important of the equations. We shall calculate the outer and inner solutions to third order and perform the third-order matching. It turns out that this matching does determine the remaining unknown in the second-order inner solution apart from a constant which (we speculate!) can be determined in principle by a matching at the shock formation point.
The integral conservation property introduced by Murray [1] and used extensively by Crighton and Scott [2] offers an alternative means of completing the calculation of the inner solution at each order. Its use does not require the inner solution at the next higher order. This approach is also used to complete the second-order inner solution, the results being consistent with those obtained from the third-order matching. In this case, no undetermined constant remains in the solution.
2. Calculation of the inner and outer expansions. We consider Burgers' equation uT -uux = kuxx (1) where the dissipation coefficient k «: 1 and u(x,t) satisfies the given initial condition u(x, 0) = <p(x). Outer solution. We seek the solution in the form of an outer expansion:
Substituting and comparing coefficients of each k" we obtain from the differential equation
and from the initial conditions,
The solution of (3) satisfying (6) is given by "o (x^) = (7) where is determined implicitly in terms of (x, t) by the equation
It is well known [10, 11] that the solution given by (7) and (8) To calculate uv u2, etc. it is simplest to use (/?, t) as variables in place of (x,t). Equation (4) 
The solution satisfying (6) is then given by
A similar calculation starting with equation (5) gives
Inner solution. For t > ly, let the shock have position x = xs(t) and introduce the inner stretched variable rj by
In terms of (17, r), equation (1) takes the form (« + x's)uv = kuT.
We now seek the inner solution as an expansion of the form
Substituting this into (13) and comparing the coefficients of each k" we get «o"+("o+*;)«o, = 0,
<"+("* + x's)u*v + u*nu* = <,
"2%,+("? + *;)«?" + «o%«2 = < -"f«iV (1?)
The solution of (15) 
and a(r), b(r) are the "constants" of integration.
We note that the left side of (16) We next calculate the asymptotic behavior of the outer solution given by (2), (7), (10), and (11) at points close to the shock. At any point x = xs(t) on the shock path there are two values of ft satisfying equation (8), and we denote them by j3 ±. The situation in the XT-plane is illustrated in Figure 1 (see [9] for example). We use the notation <f> ±, <f>'±, (2), (7), (10), and (11) in like manner we find that, to order k2. (30)
The two expressions (22) and (30) can now be matched at each order. At the lowest order we get the conditions
which, together with (28), allow the four quantities xs, a, fi ± to be determined as functions of r. They lead to the well-known equal areas construction for the shock path [9, 11] , The lowest-order inner solution given by (18) is then determined except for the quantity &(t). Physically this quantity has the significance that the center of the zero-order shock layer given by (18) and (19) is shifted from the shock path xjr) by a displacement -kb(t). Next, matching (22) and (30) 
The first of these may be integrated with use of (28) and (31), and we obtain (using the fact that a = 0 and /8 + = /?_ at the shock formation point t = iy) that iln D D_
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This agrees with Lighthill's expression [9] for the displacement due to diffusion. We note that at this stage the lowest-order inner solution (18) is now complete while in the term uj* of order k, c(t) is determined by (34) but d( t) remains unknown.
Finally, matching (22) and (30) to order k2, we obtain n±Vt--*£-.
T<f>'" 2r2<f>"2 . . It is again not difficult to see that (36) and (37) can be obtained by differentiating the conditions (32), so that again only two new matching conditions arise. These are obtained in full by substituting from (25)-(27) into (38) and it is clear from (27) that they are sufficient to determine e(r) completely as well as the derivative of d(T)/a(T). After some manipulation the expression for (d/a)' may be integrated and the result is that
The remaining unknown constant can presumably be determined in principle by matching with a solution at the formation point (xf, -jy). It can however be determined more readily by using the integral conservation property [2] , and we shall show in the next section that this constant is in fact zero.
It is clear however that the matching process can be carried through successfully to order k2, and that matching at order k2 determines the inner solution of order k apart from a single constant. 4 . The integral conservation rule. Integrating equation (1) from x = -co to +oo, assuming that u, ux -* 0 as x -» + oo, we obtain the conservation property 
-00 -oc
We use the notation w<0)(x, t) to denote the outer expansion given by (2), u(/)(rj, r) to denote the inner expansion given by (14) and w(0)<,> (7] , t) to denote the inner expansion of
